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in december 2018, the band released a statement saying that they would be taking a
break from music to re-evaluate their career and recharge their creative batteries. they
also revealed that they would be playing more than 50 shows in 2019 in support of their
new album, 'the wrong side of heaven & the right side of hell, vol. ii.' in the new, album

the way of the fist is following a metaphorical journey for the two vocalists, where lyrically
the two channels off each other and come to the studio a completely different creature.

the base of the album was written over two years in the making, so when writing the
album, me and zoltan were very different people and ended up bringing a lot of different

elements into the equation. as much as it does, this record is about the two of us. as
much as it is about the two of us, it’s also about the four of us and [the rest of the band].
the journey this time around was very different for us. it was our first time in that role [as
band leader] and it’s been an extremely rewarding experience. at the end of the day, it’s

about letting your fears go in the room and just getting in there and being honest. you
open yourself up in the room and lay those arms out and just be open, and that’s what

this album is. it’s about trusting yourself and the people that you’re around. you let
yourself be vulnerable and you have to trust that it’s gonna get you somewhere, and at

the end of the day, i think that that’s something to be proud of. yeah, i think it’s probably
more personal for [bathory]. he has this growth spurt where he’s been kind of stuck in his

shell for the last 15 years and just started letting it all out and just started being more
comfortable in the room and it’s a real breath of fresh air, and a great thing for us.”
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lady gaga went to india to
film a music video for her hit
song "pray you love me," the
first single off of the beautiful
trauma album. their stay in

the country was to cover the
tour-related costs. the singer,
however, had more ambitious
plans: she wanted to visit five

countries in five days and
ended up visiting six. lady
gaga has never hidden the
fact that she is a huge born

this way fan. in fact, the
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singer once wrote a song for
the band. "pray you love me,"

the lead single off of the
beautiful trauma album, is
about lady gaga's favorite

band, born this way, and her
admiration for the musicians.
founded in 2009, five finger

death punch is a music group
that is made up of former
pantera members zoltan

bathory (vocals) and mick
thomson (guitar), along with
jason hook (bass) and tommy
klein (drums). the band has
sold more than two million
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albums and been nominated
for a grammy award in 2016

for its album worship and
tribute vol. 1. the five finger

death punch band's first
album, the way of the fist,

was released in 2007 and the
way of the fist earned the
band a grammy award in

2008. the album peaked at
number 12 on the billboard
200 album chart and was
certified gold in the united
states by the riaa. in 2008,
the five finger death punch
band released its second
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album, the way of the fist. the
album peaked at number 21
on the billboard 200 chart

and was certified gold in the
united states by the riaa. the
way of the fist is the band's

first album to include lyrics in
swedish, the language that

the band's lead vocalist,
zoltan bathory, is fluent in.
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